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Glamour's " Andrea Pomerantz Lustig has spent twenty years as a beauty editor, and her
contact list is filled with the brands of the very most exclusive stylists available. Tips for
princess-perfect pores and skin on a pauper’in virtually any economy.Beauty Sleuth"Function
Your Beauty Spending budget” The cheap cosmetic secrets of expensive make-up artists•
Ways to get expensive-looking locks color at an inexpensive salon• Superluxe DIY skincare
cocktails for less than $20• Delivering red-carpet looks without putting visitors in the red,
guidelines include:• reveals methods of the trade to help you look fabulously high-end—s
budget• “In How exactly to Look Costly, she combines her personal experience with highly
coveted secrets she's learned from the experts to greatly help readers achieve buttery
highlights, luminous skin, flawless make-up, and more, all on a budget. sections that help you
create probably the most of every dollarWith How to Look Expensive, every female can afford
to get gold-card gorgeous, and reap the self-confidence that comes with it.
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 you don't need to spend a million dollars . She makes a lot of a lot more affordable
suggestions., after that dropping a tidbit from a stylist or make-up artist. I'm not particularly
impressed by how many well-known people the author has known, I wanted fashion, hair and
makeup tips. This reserve isn't "weighty" on any. This book wan't very helpful if you ask me..
Yoga. Hair: She addresses three "types" of hair: Short, Moderate and Long. All "tips" seem to
believe that the reader has great hair and a great cut. Simply Don't ! She says you will need
"smooth" hair, but doesn't say particularly how exactly to accomplish that. Just find someone
who can help you with a straightforward DO.White colored clunky funky athletic shoes to the
shop or on trips. Makeup: Different information sections occasionally disagree with additional
sections in her book. Guess what? I sensed that several of the descriptions/drawings of how
exactly to create an attention "appearance" contradicted themselves when discussing colors
or keeping shadows. Shadows talked about in drawings (not really by brand! * Use items to
enhance your skin etc. In the event that you treatment at all the way you look you really need
to buy this publication. On the plus aspect, she did involve some interesting tips about
skincare (although once again, some sections contradicted others). I gave it a 2 rather than a 1
because it helped pass enough time on an extended plane air travel, and gave me some good-
sounding lipstick colors (that i will buy if they still can be found). This is the best device in my
own beauty arsenal. Not only for trophy-wives. When I started internet dating, I purchased this
book to help me participate in a different audience (older, competent businesses and more
sophisticated) .. I got sooooo much more! Andrea gives plenty of advice that maybe hard to
hear for a few girls; but once you apply her methods, you will notice immediate excellent
results and responses. GET SOME GOOD. Expensive could be a misleading term....I actually
was constantly getting compliments and hit on from classier men. I plan to start implementing
several of these (such as clothes and skincare) ASAP.. You shouldn't be tacky.. The title should
be . I wish I'd had this book in college!" How to look Elegant". and because I work in a
innovative atmosphere, people accept that I look quirky and cute.Just because something is
Expensive doesn't mean it's Worthwhile. However, having said that, the book has some very
helpful tips and products that are currently available.. Yet, what sort of cosmetic industry is
often creating the latest, best, newest and bestest,, this book will date rapidly because of the
ever changing products.With that said GROOM yourself.) are not listed in the text, therefore
how do I understand what brand to get?( There are Vast amounts of them out there) Don't be
a slob and put on your pj's in public. ( really?.. Get off my world) Brush and floss your tooth
Every day.. Twice. DUH. You choose.Didn't find this book helpful I swear that I read a lot of her
material in various other books (by other authors).. So if you really do need advice, you won't
find it here. Spend money on some proper undergarments.!. Costly is misleading. Keep them
simple- great heavens leave the Neon for the KIDDIES..and Talons are for gypsies or Carnival
part show characters..Drink Drinking water, In case you are drinking Diet plan soda. are you
that Lazy. You are dropping brain cells..)Exercise.. Great book filled up with great idea.Enjoy a
glass of wine with dinner once a week . Why? GAK. ( are you 12? STOP IT. Walk, Rebounder,
Light weights. Ballet., Pilates. 1. Keep your locks clean, shiny and not over styled... You don't
have to overthink this. Invaluable I was hesitant to spend the money on this book, assuming it
was the same old drivel I've study and over.Eat True Food.. DEPOSIT THOSE STUPID
CHEETO'S.Limit Desserts for special occasions. Whatever.Save your money for BIG Gal
PURCHASES.Know what looks good on you. And that t-t-shirt that presents your rolls isn't one
of the items which you have to be wearing. plenty of advertisement for several products and
people. Unless you are scrubbing the ground. Even after that. GAH.. Stop it.Style will always



outrank Developments. Seriously solid assistance. 2.. I thought it will be like "the Trophy Wife's
guide to makeup" and so I was hoping to get a laugh and some fun ideas. But after toning
everything down to look even more classic, apply less makeup in very neutral shades, and
softer locks. No tips for people in humid climates, people with fine hair, how to appear great in
rainfall, etc.!Nails. Involve some pride.They are find for walking or for a work out or you are
stranded on an island no you can see you. or you are a plumber.SPANX.Example: I always
loved to wear current and trendy make-up colours and nail polishes (with glitters and brights
everywhere); I don't Require a new Mason Pearson hairbrush! Very helpful and realistic
Practical information regarding looking well-groomed and put-together. I was scared it was
likely to become about trendy stuff but it's not, it's about building great beauty habits that can
fit affordable, whatever that may be. She offers you lots of different options and designs and
shares some actually creative problem-solving solutions. Plenty of information on maintaining
a "classic" look that is what I really like.. Just do something. I'm not even FINISHED with this
publication and yet I'm imploring you to get this. I'm just on like chapter 3 and I'm already
saving cash. Example: my 20 season aged Mason Pearson hairbrush significantly needs to be
changed but they're therefore expensive. Many of the makeup shades or specific product
titles outlined are obsolete.You are welcome. She actually is very keen on name-dropping
(and I actually have previously attended two of the hair stylists she mentioned so I'm not
impressed by her connections) and uses up plenty of pages discussing movie stars, famous
stylists etc. She DIAGRAMS HAIRCUTS to try your stylist.This is simply not the same kind of
schlock we've all read a million times before, this is shopping guide, an in-depth tutorial, it's
everything a female must know to look her best.We NEVER review books. EVER. But the
complete insufficient reviews upon this invaluable book amaze me. Overall, I've received
more information and demonstrations from You Tube than from this book. I don't recommend
spending the money on this publication that reads enjoy it was created on an extended plane
flight, itself. Great fashion guide for women.. Pages and pages of photos also advertisements
for thus much stuff. Helpful Beauty Advice!! This beauty editor combines all the knowledge
she's accumulated over the years into one book so that I don't have to venture out and read
magazines every month. The reserve contains very useful specifics to enhance the wonder
you already have in a sophisticated way. Makeup for goodness sake! Five Stars jUST WHAT I
NEEDED. My fault as didn't expect a reserve on makeup but around tips I certainly wasted my
money - have to be cautious in choosing these books sometimes! Lois Taylor Five Stars Fun
read Elegance for Everyone Wonderful resource which really simplfies achieving the pulled-
together look that everyone wants. Great read. Love that there are suggested drugstore buys
as well as splurge items!. Look Elegant. nothing new here nothing new here.. probably got 1-2
useful tips from this book. I will not recommend to another friends.
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